
Driving Instructions to Cherry House 

From Autostrade 

1. Find the GREEN SIGN entry to the Autostrade heading towards Milano. DO NOT enter the yellow lanes, you 

will take a ticket from the machine, make sure you have coins on you as you will need them to pay at the 

exit, the toll will be about €3. 

2. Stay on the Autostrade and exit at MODENA NORD 

3. Follow the signs to SASSUOLO, keep to the right at the roundabout, take the side road. 

4. Follow the signs to SASSUOLO, keep to the right and take the ramp to the right. 

5. You are now on the Modena Ring Road (Tangenziale) 

6. Drive for 13km, about 10 mins and keep to the right.  

7. Turn RIGHT at the roundabout to SASSUOLO, you are now on the SP467 

8. Approaching the 2nd roundabout, keep to the right and follow the BROWN PASSO RADICI sign, this will 

bypass the roundabout and you will cross railway tracks. 

9. WATCH FOR MERGING TRAFFIC 

10. Go straight through the next roundabout (3rd) and follow the BROWN PASSO RADICI sign. 

11. Go straight through the next roundabout (4th) and follow the BROWN PASSO RADICI sign. 

12. You will see the BROWN PASSO RADICI sign, the road divides with a concrete barrier, move to the LEFT lane. 

13. Keep to the LEFT and follow the overhead sign BROWN PASSO RADICI, you are now on a bridge over a river. 

14. Follow the BROWN PASSO RADICI sign to the LEFT, you will go under an overpass and curve to the LEFT. 

15. WATCH FOR MERGING TRAFFIC 

16. Go straight thru the roundabout (this is new and won’t be on any maps), a EUROGAS petrol station will be on 

your right and then an ENI petrol station on your right. 

17. Go straight thru the roundabout following the BROWN PASSO RADICI 64 sign, you are on the SP486R. 

18. You will come to a roundabout with ROTEGLIA (first exit), take the 2nd exit following the BROWN PASSO 

RADICI sign. 

19. About 1km down the road on the right will be a display with your speed on it, make sure you are under the 

speed limit of 70 kmh here as there is a speed camera. 

20. Keep following the BROWN PASSO RADICI sign. 

21. A few km’s up the road you will pass a turn to the right, keep going straight ahead following the BROWN 

PASSO RADICI 54 sign. 

22. At the next roundabout go straight through following the BROWN PASSO RADICI 53 sign. 

23. At the next roundabout go straight through following the BROWN PASSO RADICI 52 sign. 

24. A few km’s down the road you will go through a left hand bend with a RED building on the right, you will be 

turning RIGHT at the next intersection. 

25. The BLUE sign before the right turn will show LUGO & PALAGANO, TURN RIGHT HERE. 

26. As you turn right at the intersection you will see a BLUE sign on the left with POLINAGO 23. 



27. IF YOU GO THROUGH A TUNNEL THEN YOU HAVE MISSED THE RIGHT TURN, do a U turn. 

28. At the town of LUGO you will pass a BLUE sign with POLINAGO 22, the road curves right and over a river. 

29. Just after the bridge, turn LEFT at the roundabout, there is a BLUE sign POLINAGO 20 follow the road round 

the right, you are now on SP23. 

30. Follow the signs to POLINAGO, do not turn off this road. 

31. After a few km’s you will pass a brown wooden sign on the right “BENVENUTI NEL TERRITORIO POLINAGO” 

welcome to the territory of Polinago, keep following the road. 

32. You will go through the towns of TALBIGNANO then GOMBOLA. On entering Gombola you will go through a 

sharp left then right turn and over a bridge, go through the town and up a rise. 

33. Keep following the road for 9km, you will see the white POLINAGO sign on the right.  

34. Drive into the town, turn right at the main “T” junction, there is a car park on the right and large stone 

building with “MUNICIPIO” on the left. 

35. Drive up the hill with the church on the right, then you will pass the cemetery on the right. Just past the 

cemetery turn right on to “Via O VECCHI”. 

36. Via Orazio Vecchi is a dead end street. Go to the very end of the road and on your right, you will see a small 

gate with a sign for Cherry House; drive on 20 metres to see a P for Parking sign on the right and go down 

the drive to park directly in front of the building, where there is another sign for Cherry House B&B. Enter 

and go up the stairs to the red door for Cherry House.  

If you have any questions or need help, please contact us at info@ozinitaly.com or when in Italy call +393317901049. 
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